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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In 2000, the URDT Girls School (URDT GS) was founded by URDT to address a systemic bottleneck of
under development: the lack of access for girls from disadvantaged backgrounds to education and its
poor standards. The school demonstrates that relevant and quality education transforms not only the
individual student but also her home and community. Therefore, besides the traditional academic
subjects endorsed by the Ministry of Education, the URDTGS offers a skills-based co-curriculum that
aims to improve the standard of living in the students homes and as such narrows the knowledge and
skills gap between parents and their children.
The school uses a four-pronged strategy to achieve this:
 the back home projects where the students play the role as change agents by educating their
family members on what they learn in school and initiating projects to transform their homes into
model homes and where possible, training centres for their communities..


development oriented parents workshops that aim at functional literacy of the (illiterate) parents,
improvement of leadership and the quality of life in their homes.



life skills training and conscious raising projects - through students’ participation in popular
theatre, debate in other schools and the community radio that broadcast a wide range of
programmes, the girls and their parents give voice to poverty stricken groups as well as local and
national development agents and as such contribute to better understanding, skills and
determination to change to collaborative relationships and prosperity.



end of term inquiry based learning projects with the aim to help the students to think beyond
‘topics’ but work with critical questions related to their own world, hence do self-discovery and
become better thinkers and life managers.

This is the annual report 2015 of the URDTGS. It includes the achievements and activities as well as
impact measured in homes of students over the last three years. Testimonies of students, the list of
staff and board members and the financial statement are given in appendices.
We are very grateful for the diverse support provided by our partners and friends to educate 241 girls
and over 1250 home members of their families. Especially we would like to acknowledge the technical,
financial and moral contributions of: AFPF, Ashoka, CSI, Elimu Foundation, parents and other community
members, Koornzaayer Foundation, Mustardseed, NCSI, SOV, Stichting KIO, Triodos Foundation and
individual sponsors. We also thank all those who volunteered their time and skills to ensure the school
keeps on track.
We hope you will enjoy this report and we welcome your feedback.
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2

ACHIEVEMENTS CHANGE AGENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 2015

The URDT GS offered a series of programmes to attain its goals. Below is a summary of achievements
and activities carried out in 2015.
2.1

Students better equipped to ensure health and sustainable income at their homes

The home monitoring exercise unveiled that most homes of students had gaps in health and
sanitation related issues. Therefore the School organized workshops for groups of parents in their
homes on the theme: ‘health and sanitation for home and community transformation’. The teachers,
the students and parents learned more about the relationship between health, sanitation and hygine,
partnerships for peace, respectiful and harmonious living, team learning, team roles and commercial
farming. They also got insight that an entrepreneurial mind1 plays a crucial role in changemaking in
their homes and design of strategies to attain what one truely wants in life.
During the end of term workshops the students transfered their newly gained competencies to their
parents. Collectively they defined projects for home and community development that they
implemented during the holidays and were carried forward by home members. Most students choose
health and peace at home as a funadamental choice for creating happiness and prosperity in their
homes. At the end of the workshops, participants developed action plans to apply the learning in the
home situation.
In particular the parents and their children gained more insight and skills in the following:
 understand the linkage between health, sanitation, income, peace and happiness,
 the vision and desire to improve on their home and community health situation,
 learn how to use and maintain a VIP latrine,
 learn different types of bathrooms and drying racks and its importance.
The impact of this training is mentioned later on.

1

Have a vision, focus on results, develop effective partnerships, be creative and innovative
2
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2.2

URDT Girls School Alumni Association strengthened

The Interim Executive Committee of the URDT Girls School Alumni Association organised the second
annual general meeting on 21st November 2015.
The meeting has been hosted at URDT Girls School premises. It achieved its results: the proposed
Alumni Association’s Charter was revised and passed, the work plan approved and the Leadership
Committee elected. The alumni shared their experiences and information during a networking
session.
The alumni also mentored the current students through group discussions and one to one meetings.
There were interactions through games and sports with current students. To their great happiness the
alumni emerged the best in the netball friendly match and they won the trophy for 2015.
2.3

Leadership skills enhanced for home development

As explained, the school followed the 2-generations approach: it continued educating both the
students and their parents/guardians to become functionally literate and improve the quality of thier
life. The parents-groups took up leadership roles in their sub-counties/zones. For example: MuhorroNyamacumu zone was engaged in tree planting, savings and credit. Mpeefu – URDT parents group are
involved in commercial soya beans and pineapple growing, Kyenzige parents group is involved in
maize and soya beans growing. Kyebando parents group is growing maize. Rugashali- Burora group is
carrying out apiary. Kyanaisoke parents group is involved in commercial sugar cane growing for crude
alcohol production. The groups in the localities also mobilised and brouhgt on board other
community members for participation in development programmes.
The students of senior six at the URDT Girls School and some Alumni visited one of the model homes
for a former student – Safira. After the visit the students were requested to relate their learning
experiences to prosperity for all. The following were their insights shared by the participants:
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Back home projects are to benefit my home and community development,
When home members work together more income is generated,
Development is gradual but with a clear vision possible,
One can start small and generate income that can enable one buy a big piece of land and
develop it,
Commitment and hard work are very crucial to realize ones vision,
In order to have high output on the farm, one needs to have a farm layout plan. This leads to
good farm management,
Every person in the family has a role to play in as far as home development is concerned,
Working in teams is the best way to achieve the family vision because everybody contributes
to a common goal,
Having regular meetings at home level makes family members aligned on what they want to
achieved, what to do, when and how,
BHPs are one way to support other children remaining at home to acquire quality education,
The power of the vision can drive you up to where you want to be because you remain
focused until you achieve the vision(s),
Though I left URDT, I can still go on with BHPs since it benefits my family or me as an
individual,
The 2-generation approach is important because we learn together with our parents.

The former student Safari and current students at
her farm

3

IMPACT AT STUDENTS HOMES – A CASE STUDY

Below are findings of a survey conducted in 2015 to measure changes in the homes of the students in
Primary 7 who had joined the URDTGS in Primary 5.
3.1

How impact has been measured

The School Community Development Officer visited the homes of the students and administered a
questionnaire to measure the impact in the homes of P7 students, who stayed at the URDT Girls
School for the last 3 years. The indicators and criteria for raking Poor, Fair, Good and Excellent
progress in the four transformation areas (income, sanitation, peace and food security) are presented
in the table below.
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Table : Indicators and criteria to rank findings in the 4 transformation areas
TRANSFORM
ATION
AREAS:
RANKING

INCOME/PROSPERITY

Indicator and criteria
Have below 29% of the
indicators
30- 49% of the indicators
needed
50% -69% of the indicators
Have 70-100% of the following
facilities are available:
 Coffee plantation
 Bananas
 Rice
 Kitchen gardens
 Good house
 Large scale production
 2-5income
generating
projects

Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent

3.2

HEALTH
AND PEACE
SANITATION
FREEDOM

AND FOOD
SECURITY

Same

Same

Same

Same
Same
 Clean
compound
 Latrine
 Bath shelter
 Drying rack
 Kitchen
gardens
 Rubbish pit
 Water
harvesting
tanks

Same
Same
 A shared vision
 Team work
 Family meeting
 Collective
decision
making
 Other children
also go to
school

Same
Same




Storage
facility
(granary)
Large scale
productio
n
2-5
income
generating
projects

Findings

The school measured results in the homes of the P7 students
in the areas of income, environmental sanition, peace,
freedom and food security in the homes. The graph on the
right shows the findings for the respective result areas.
Below are more details on the achievements for each of the
four result areas.

3.2.1

Income and prosperity improved

The good news is that all homes are in an improved state as regards to income is concerned.

Out of the P7 students, six (6) of the families are doing fairly well compared to the state where they
were before the girls joined the school. Thirteen (13) are in a very good state as regards to the
indicators measured. All homes were involved in the income generating projects. However the level
5
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of transformation and progress differs. Thirteen families ( 68%) had planted coffee on a large scale.
All homes had planted banana plantations and 89% of the homes grew maize on large scale. In
addition, 5 homes had rice as a cash crop, 8 homes had Eucalyptus tree plantations, 3 of the 19
homes had built permanent houses. The latter were not in place when the girls had joined the school.
Fifty percent out of the remaining16 homes had permanent houses under construction.

3.2.2

Health and environmental sanitation improved
Kitchen with
separate
storage
facility

Great progress has been observed in the area of environmental sanitation. Over 73% of the homes
had appropriate latrines, all had bath shelters and kitchen gardens, 78% had drying racks, clean
compounds and rubbish pits.
However, 10% had constructed water harvesting tanks. Hence more needs to be done to ensure all
homes develop the practice of water harvesting. The school needs to introduce the cheapest water
tank technology. Parents reported that they had fewer cases of water born diseases though we had
no way to verify this.
3.2.3

Peace and collaboration improved

All families improved on their internal relationships. All the 19 families are doing better compared to
the time when the girls joined the school. There is peace, reduced alcoholism and more children were
enrolled in schools. At least 2 of the families were doing fairly well, 5 were at a good state and 12
were doing very well. Those families (12) had a shared vision, were holding meetings, there was
collective decision making and all the children were in school. For more details, see table above.
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3.2.4

Food security increased

Also good progress was made to ensure food security. By the time the girls joined the school, homes
had no enough food. They lived on one meal a day and produced food crops in a small scale at
subsistence farming level. All homes had food and income generation projects. In terms of food
security the majority of the students were doing very well. About 25% were in a fair state, 5% were
good and 70% were doing very well. We considered the homes doing well when they had a variey of
food and income generating projects, had storage facilities-granaries. They eat three meals a day. For
details, see table above.

4

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

4.1

Radio programmes aired to educate over one million listeners

The school worked hand in hand with Kagadi Kibaale community radio (KKCR) station to educate the
rural listeners on a broad range of topics under Health, HIV and AIDS. The radio programs were well
conducted, these programs were particularly on health, HIV and AIDS and sponsored by Foundation.
These programs were internally and externally conducted by URDT Girls School students and other
schools. These included students from primary and secondary.
The schools that participated included: St kizito Secondary School, Kibeedi Secondary School, Kagadi
Secondary School, Mabaale public Secondary School and Mabaale Primary School. The following are
the topics that were discussed:








4.2

Healing without medicine
Skin disorders
Social behaviour
Signs of dangerous illnesses
Sanitation for good health
HIV and AIDS in general
Prevention, causes and care for HIV
victims

 Sex education in schools
 Dangers of early pregnancies and
possibilities of acquiring HIV and AIDS.
 Prevention of stigma among the
infected
 Infection and affection by HIV and
AIDS

Understanding on the relationship between HIV/AIDS, sanitation, health and prosperity
increased

The Girls Education Movement (GEM) club members carried out outreach programmes in different
schools to sensitise students on a broad range of topics related to HIV and AIDS.
Popular theatre community sensitisation 2015 was successfully done on the theme; “relationship
between sanitation, hygiene and prosperity”. Thirty students from both primary and secondary
sections participated in popular theatre in nine sub – counties of Kibaale district. It was estimated
that more than 3000 women, men and youths participated.
7
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Local leaders admitted that most families did not have sanitairy facilities like well constructed pit
latrines, drying racks, bathroom and rabbish pits. They need to make it a habit to take drinking boiled
water at all times, eat a balanced diet and many did not care about their personal hygiene. Twine
Lucky of Kobusera village advised the people ”to practice all what they learnt to live good life and
work hard for home improvement”. Birungi Businge of Kenga admitted that ”sanitation and hygiene
are key issues to prosperity”. He added that, he was going to mobilize his family members to construct
good latrine, drying rack, bathrooms rabbish pit and boil water for drinking in order to be healthy and
work hard for prosperity.
The school had already started a campaign on health and how it was linked to environmental
sanitation. It planned to continue with programme in 2016, if funds permit.

4.3

PEACE MARATHON ORGANISED

Over 500 persons, of which 198 students from the URDTGS, participated in the peace marathon
organised by URDT in collaboration with Kibaale Civil Society Organisations Network (KCSON). The
funds raised for fistula related health complicatons. The participants were from institutions, at local,
national and international levels. Notably, three URDT friends from Nordic Capital Social Initiative,
two friends from TERREWODE – Kampala and one friend from Create Peace Project - Hoima
participated physically. Other participants were from the staff and students of respective schools,
companies, NGOs, groups, associations and community members within Kibaale District. Participants
were awarded with certificates and the best were given prizes.
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5

5.1

THE SCHOOL FUNCTIONS AS A LEARNING ORGANISATION

Integrated and visionary approach to management of the school maintained

In 2015, the school successfully educated girls; 83 in the primary section and 141 in the secondary
section. The school offered a holistic packages of academic and non-academic subjects to enable the
girls to become change agents in their homes. The Head teachers of the Primary and Secondary
section shared the responsible for the day to day running of the school. They worked with a team of
40 teaching and non-teaching staff and the body of 20 school prefects to offer a conducive
environment for learning and living at the school. URDT’s Board of Governors continued to play its
oversight function and provided capacity development support where needed. The new entrants into
the school and their parents participated in a 4 days orientation workshop. Each pair developed a
vision for their home and 3 year implementation plan. They were also introduced to URDT GS
approaches that link education to personal, home and community development.
5.2

Student tracer system strengthened

The school has been in close to the Alumini Assocation that and its 323 former students. It hired a
student development and tracer officer to follow the change amongst students from the moment
they enter the school. The 241 files of the current students have been updated with home progress
data and performance in academics and co-curricular programmes. Her office also enable the school
to get more insight where the students are working and studying from as per the given table below.
Table: Current reality alumni current occupations
Area
Student at ARU
Health worker – nurse
Accountants
Teacher
Agriculturalists
Married
Take care of their children
Student at A-level
Student at certificate level
Student at diploma level
Student at tertiary level
Owns business
Others
Total

Number
18
37
17
28
5
10
17
18
16
21
68
56
12
323

Percentage
5.6
11.5
5.3
8.7
1.5
3.1
5.3
5.6
4.9
6.5
21
17
3.7
100
10
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5.3

Personal mastery , team learning and systems thinking practised

The school continued with the daily foundation courses for mutual learning and monthly staff
meetings to discuss achievements versus the planned activities. It participated in various workshop
organised by URDT on systems thinking and gender mainstreaming. The school also organised three
Teachers Development Workshops to equip them with relevant skills to enable students to become
change agents in their homes. The themes were: ‘health, sanitation and hygiene’, partnerships for peace
and dignity for all ’and Entrepreneurship and commercial farming for home and community
transformation’. Over 65 staff participated, including colleagues from sister schools Kanywamiyaga
Community School and the secondary Community School in Nkondo. The teachers used the newly gained
insights and skills to facilitate the end of term students’ workshops and to guide them to facilitate the
parents workshop and plan for the Back Home projects during the holidays.
5.4

Financial resources well managed

During 2015, the fundraising team managed to raise 644,627,386 Ugx (163,386 €) from 7 different
funding sources. We appreciate the support from Elimu Foundation, KIO, African Food and Peace
Foundation (AFPF), Nordic Capital Social Initiative, Carnagie Social Initiative and Koornzaayer
Foundation. The school also raised some local income through farming, amongst others.
In 2015, the school spent 609,952,671 UGx (162,654 €) and closed its books with a positive balance of
38,557,465 Ugx due to delay in expected funds which affected implentation. Below is a summary of
the expenditures 2015. The audited statement is given in appendix 3.
Table: Expenditures 2015
Budget item
Student Development
Home Development
Community Development
Management and administration
Capitalized items
Total Payments

5.5

Ugx

Euro

200,179,100

53,381

71,585,550

19,089

32,922,550

8,779

294,185,471

78,449

11,080,000

2,955

609,952,671

162,654

External relationships strengthened

Represenatatives of KIO plant a tree as part of
the remarabe women ceremony

Representative of AFPF with the two founders of
the school

The school continued with a good relationship with the Ministry of Education and Sports, Uganda
National Examinations Board (UNEB) and other local partners. The school received funds from a
variety of supporters, as mentioned before. The funds given supported the management,
programmes and capital investments of the school.
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Some of the partners visited the school in person. They included representatives from AFPF and KIO
(see pictures above), Nordic Capital and Social Initiative. The students and school management
enjoyed their company and questions. The partners witnessed the impact of the school’s 2Generations Approach to education both at student and home level.
5.6

Headteacher, Administrative Secretary and Founder awarded

It is not a secret that the value and impact of URDT’s methodology are widely recognized at local,
national and international levels. However, not much has been known about the women behind its
achievements. Therefore, as part of the International Women’s day festivities, URDT recognized 22
women of outstanding performance towards its growth and development on the 7th of March 2015
in Kagadi. The awarded women included the Headteacher URDT GS, Janet Namahunge, one of the
founders of the school, Alida Bakema-Boon, a senior staff who is an administrative secretary at URDT
GS, Monica Kiiza and the late Martha Mulder; the school’s pioneer funder through KIO.
In a colourful ceremony attended by over 800 local, national and international dignitaries, the
Chairman, Dr. Mwalimu Musheshe, explained that URDT’s achievements were brought about by a
team of dedicated women; all in their unique ways. They took up roles as amplifiers, collaborators,
co-creators and subject matter specialists to work tirelessly to support the Bunyoro community in
achieving their aspirations. Dr. Musheshe acknowledged the contribution of the women who have
been working at URDT over the last 10 to 30 years.
He launched the book ‘Remarkable Women of URDT’. It tells how their lives have been intertwined
with URDT’s growth path. The names and work of the male counterparts at URDT that also made
substantial contributions also filtered through their stories and the pictures in the book.
6

CONCLUSION AND WAY FORWARD

We are grateful for the funds we received from multiple sources to carry out the school’s change
agent Programme, the teachers, students and parents workshops, the educative theatre in the
communities, the academic programme and, equally important, to pay the people who made all this
possible and all administrative costs.
We pledge to keep up the high level of performance and commitment to empower the two
generations in the homes we serve. We also request that the partnerships we have developed will
proceed to give us the financial, moral and technical support to continue to grow and apply lessons
learned for improving the schools’ s effectiveness.
The findings of the impact assessment show that the URDT Girls School has a reason to exist. The
visionary life orientation and 2-generations approach to transform the girl child, her home and
community has proven to be effective. The two community schools adopted are also making a
difference in students’ homes. Hence, this calls for an expansion into other schools. We will seek for
additional funding to make that happen.
12
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APPENDIX 1: STUDENTS TESTIMONIES
Name: Nyamaizi Veronica
Class: S4
I joined URDT Girls School in 2009 in P5 class. I participated in many different activities of the school
like art and craft making, debates, agriculture practices, young talk and music, dance and drama. I
gained different skills like leadership, creativity and innovativeness, entrepreneurship and
communication. In 2010 when I was in P6 I joined the games and sports club where I also gained more
skills in Netball. With all these skills, I have managed to achieve and enjoy many things in and outside
the school.
I participated in the music gala competitions from P5 to S3. Our class emerged the winner most of the
time and I was rewarded with certificates for being the best poet and actress. I was involved in
popular theatre to sensitize communities from S1 – S3. I also participated in netball and volley
competitions at the district and national levels in both primary & secondary. I was selected as the
best goal shooter amongst the teams. I received certificates and T – shirts of several occasions.
In 2013 while in S2, I joined the Ashoka Youth Venture program where the school was involved as a
change maker school which helped me to become a change maker by starting a community venture
(project). I was really impressed by the achievements and opportunities I got. I attended different
trainings and as a result, I started a carpentry workshop in my community as a business venture.
I now work with 40 youths in the carpentry workshop. We have managed to raise money for selfreliance and sustainability of the workshop. I inspired other students in the school to become change
makers at school, home and the community and be serious to partipate in the school co-curriculum.
I also participated in the environment conservation by planting trees where our group was given 400
tree seedlings. I also participated in the Earth Charter project where we creatively made children
animations about preserving the eartch. Alongside all the above, I excelled in academics.
The above is my experience in school from 2009 to 2015. It has created a great positive change in my
life, home, school and community. I am grateful and I appreciate all the support got from the school
since I joined. I encourage my fellow students and pupils to participate in all school’s programmes.
Long live URDT. Long live URDT Girls School. Thank you for supporting the work of URDT.
Name: Ahimbisibwe Peace
Class: S5
OUR VISION. In 2008, my school held a workshop for new parents and students. We discussed how
to create a vision. We were told that “it is a mental picture one truly wants to get or to be in the
future.” So my father and I made a vision of a MODEL HOME. At first my father had a myth that his
clan did not need to become rich. If they were born poor, they would die poor. But I searched for
more information in order to convince my father. Fortunately, he was convinced.
TAKING ACTIONS. At home, we talked about our vision, our current reality and the steps to take. We
had a family meeting and talked about many things, like cooperation freedom peace creation,
prosperity and respect, and how to improve sanitation. We built a good latrine, and added a water
tank to wash our hands. We followed by planting crops, like beans, bananas, avocados, and sweet
potatoes. From selling these, my sisters and brothers were able to get books and pens to start school
and get food for lunch and supper.
We wanted a semi-permanent house. So we cut poles and made mud. By 2008 we put up a semipermanent house. But our vision is about having A MODEL HOME. We have now a farm with maize,
beans, bananas and coffee. My father, mother and all of the children made about 2,000 bricks! We
now have a model home for other to learn from.
IMPACT ON MY VILLAGE: When other people in my village saw what we had done, they did the
same to ensure that food is always available. All are now working hard to have sustainable income.
They have constructed pit latrines, drying racks, bathrooms. So they are doing well in terms of
sanitation and hygiene. All the people in my village are looking forward to building permanent
houses. I gained knowledge to help them with consturction. THANK YOU TO SUPPORT MY
EDUCATION!
13
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APPENDIX 2: LIST OF STAFF WITH THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES AND BOARD MEMBERS
Head teachers(Primary):
Kayesu Jeninah
Secondary: Nyamahunge Janet
Directors of Studies:
Primary: Katusiime Clovis
Secondary: Hasakya Kulusum
Teachers Primary section: Nduhukire Prossy, Tushemerirwe Agnes, Atuhiire Obed and Asaba Mary
Joyce
Teachers Secondary section: Kamyaka Bernadette, Kamugisha Augustine, Ayesiga Irene, Nyakaisiki
Christine, Ntegeka Joshua, Tumusiime Monica, Turinawe Steven, Tumwesigye Edward, Asiimwe
Jimmy, Sabiiti Innocent, Busobozi Moses, Byenkya Richard, Bagenda Elisha
Staff Secretary:
Ntegeka Joshua
Games & Sports Master:
Byenkya Richard.
Debate Teacher:
Primary - Tushemerirwe Agnes
Secondary - Sabiiti Innocent
Workshops and Back home Projects: Abesiga Simon –(School Community Development Officer)
Career Guidance :
Busobozi Moses and Tumusiime Monica
Lab. Technician: Nawanyana Harriet assistant: Kemigisha Patience
Senior Woman Teacher:
Nyakaisiki Christine
Furniture & Environnemental Sanitation/ compound : Ayesiga Irene
Health & Hygiene:
Atuhire Obed
Meals and Kitchen Hygiene:
Bagenda Elisha
Radio Programme:
Magezi Kizito
GEM Coordinator:
Nyakaisiki Christine
Straight Talk / Young Talk Coordinator/Red cross:
Nawanyana Harriet
Patriotism club:
Sabiiti Innocent
Farm Coordinator:
Atugonza Phionah Assistants: Ntegeka Joshua, Tumwesigye Edward and
Atuhire Obed, Kasaija Claudia
Computer Trainer:
Nabumpenje Annet
Non teaching staff:
Kisembo Edward
Library and Documentation:
Nantaba Deborah
Administrative Secretary :
Monica Kiiza
School Bursar:
Kobusinge Sylivia
Matrons prim & sec:
Kemigisha Patience and Kusemererwa Clementina
Cooks:
Kule Amir, Mbabazi Pauline and Byaruhanga Charles
Watch men:
Katesigwa Cornelius, Nyendwoha Alifunsi and Saidi Azizi
Student Development Tracer Officer: Martha Aganga
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APPENDIX 3: AUDITED STATEMENT ON RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS
Below is the audited statement on receipts and payments for URDT Girl School for the year ended 31
December 2015.
PARTICULARS

2015

2015

Ushs

Euros

Bal b/f

45,990,745

13,934

KIO

110,264,200

29,404

Elimu Foundation

68,440,000

18,251

Carnegie Social Initiative

37,475,891

9,994

Nordic Capital Social Initiative

289,752,000

77,267

Koornzaayer

65,700,000

17,520

AFPF

2,816,750

751

Local Income

24,187,800

6,450

Total income

644,627,386

163,386

Student Development

200,179,100

53,381

Home Development

71,585,550

19,089

Community Development

32,922,550

8,779

Management and administration

294,185,471

78,449

Capitalised Items

11,080,000

2,955

Total Payments

609,952,671

162,654

Fund balance

34,674,715

9,246

Cash at bank

38,557,465

10,281

Cash at hand

-

-

Creditors

(3,882,750)

(1,035)

Total

34,674,715

9,246

Payments:

Represented by:

Note: the actual amount in euros is derived from an average exchange rate and minus bank charges. Therefore
there could be differ from the actual amount sent by the funder.

…………………………
Dr Mwalimu Musheshe,
URDT Board Chairman
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